
     

  

                   
       

                  
      

                   
                  
  

     

                  
                 

   

                   
                        

                 
                    

                   
                    

                  
                   
                  

                 
                 

                  
 

                   
                 

                
                 
     

                 
                 

                   
       

RESPONSE TO FDIC BOARD OF GOVERNORS

August 8th, 2022

To who it may concern; I need to clarify many things within this comment as I only have limited
access to my FOIA from the US GOVERNMENT.

My late Grandmother Samuel Young once told me that if one does not know what he is talking
about, one should keep his mouth shut.

With that stated and I am addressing the Board of Governors here of that I am well aware. You
should be well aware of what I am dealing with along with the impossible hurdles that have been
placed before me.

Let me point these hurdles out;

1; What your meeting and what you are requesting me to comement on took place in 1962 &
1963 "see attached Congressional Archive 800 plus pages" I read that about this as long as you
will, NOT AT ALL.

2; I have no representation nor will I have living on the SSI I receive "840.00 per month" I'm
afraid I can barely eat as it is. I used to have a farm and spend more on a bottle of wine. The US
Government thought should keep my part in this quite and place me under the Privacy Act of
1974 and Dodd Frank. This I thought was to protect me, as it turned out it has allowed the US
Government with the help of my family a certain Bank in Little Rock to take control of myself and
my funds along with my life. For what? I only did what every investor trys to every days of the
week. Now the government wants to put me in a long term state run hospital because I am
supposed to have a terminal desease. I think not, as you should be aware there is a do not
recesitate on my driver's license. Why give me what I am owed as opposed to acting like you
care as the government could careless. Why we're so kind, they went as far on the Federal
Register to discuss my life expectancy and how to keep as much of money as possible. That
really makes me proud to be an American don't mind saying this to you or the President or
anyone else.

This issue with me should be a wake up call if nothing else as to the banking regulations. They
operate on way too thin of a margin. When the banks "Francesca" have to pool there money
and go-to the US Treasury to borrow 2 Billion USD I may be considered incompetent, however
there a problem somewhere. When it takes the US Treasury and IRS 6 years to rebuild my
taxes, there's a problem somewhere also.

3; SWAPS; On all my issues the Government request someone to vouch for me. I can only
assume this is the US Government trying to be funny with all the surveillance surrounding me, I
have as much if not more that the President 24/7 365 days per year, I can not go-to the
restroom without Congresses Sub Committee watching with captions.



                 
               

                  
               

                   
                 

                  
                  
                  
                

               
                 

                  
                     

                 
                 

               
    

                      
               

           
                   

              
                 
               

                  
                   

              
                

               
                

                
              
               
                  

               
                  

                   
                   

            
                 

           

I have a Conservator going to Belgium to hold Shareholder Meetings so they can avoid the legal
notice required by law to Shareholders via the Wilkie's Law Firm per CFTC instuction. Therefore
at this point I am requesting a hearing in regards to violation and who knows how many other
violations they have committed I also am requesting a full audit. This conservator need there
head examened if they truly believe they are entitled to 50% of my funds. I will state here and
nobody has a right to my funds without my ok, I'm still breathing people are just plain crude!

• I contacted the St.Louis Federal Reserve not long ago I am sure you are aware, if not
are you know now and filed a complaint. Your response was that it was a matter of law
and not for you to decide. If this Board of Governors has any empathy at all they will
finish this document. Once finished I want you to put yourselves in my shoes and ask
yourself this really sound like a guy that needs conservator? I would most definitely need
a money manager with this much to invest, infact after all the lies and deception I frankly
rather not trade ever again my money would better off in real estate. I am not going to
open a bank, better put I will not see to the day to day operations of a bank. I would hire
people to do so along with traders. Simply put I am disabled with 11 fractures to my
spine, I have been off all my medicine since March 2018 when I showed up for my
appointment and FBI was telling my poor Doctor what and how to prescribe to me.
Rather bold don't you think?

4; CFTC have out and out lied to me for 6 years and led me around by the nose. All the while
my so called Conservator misdirects me by using TP Links, Bluetooth, TTY in conjunction with
Android Auto. This is a simple thing to do if ones how.
The Board know the kind of money we are talking about, I saw the work sheets at CFTC too.
What's to say other than Wow, amazing what using Weighted Shares and Complex Volitity
Triggers will do. I even told my buddies in Chicago that I bet those Non Standard Double
Diagonal Strangle SWAPS must have looked like a couple of flights of B52's coming at them.

• How is this important? Simple, it makes me look like a complete fool. Best part for those
that got caught up in all this is that keeps me out of the courts and holds the damages
down to there rather lenient Non Prosecution Agreements, they get there BD's back and
everyone is happy. Even my crooked friends in Chicago will get there 536 million that is
being held in my Futures account at an affiliate bank in segregated account for taxes.
However after reading "Francesca" I now understand that no matter what I say or do, my
funds will be appropriated by the US Government regardless of what I do. My money is
much better spent on things like the Sunshine Act and whatever else the Congress
needs to make themselves look good are much more important than my needs or Civil
Rights that do not exist. Why I can not even get a Civil Rights attorney because they are
arresting people, technically no violation so says DOJ. So as you can see this will
continue until I am dead and gone. I will state in this matter the US Government has a
total lack of ethics. I have ask here what would be so wrong with giving 500 million of my
own money and let me live out my life? What if I signed an agreement not to sue the
banks which they most certainly deserve and there non Prosecution Agreements alliw
for. This whole thing has robbed me of 6 years of my life with a Congressional Sub
Committee watching my every move. Can you imagine how embarrassing this whole



                
                   

             
    

                  
                  

                
                  

                
                

       

                  
                 

                    
                   
                   

                  
                  
                 
                  

        

                    
                

               
                 

                  
                  

                   
                   

                  
                

                    
                

                   
            

                  
            

                  
              

                    

thing has been. Have seen my credit score go from 825 to 530? Apparently nobody in
this country cares about a thing outside of money. All I can say is enjoy it and let the
SUNSHINE ACT SHINE BRIGHT. The endless summer fun continues and yes I most
certainly would close down Meta.

• 5; SEC and there request like I have stated prior. There will not be any clearing of
SWAPS until I can vouch for myself. This should be a non issue with all the funds being
held for me. There's absolutely nothing wrong with me. My biggest problem is I have not
a Civil Right one. I am only to be shown in the absolute worst light possible soon the
Government can justify appropriating my funds just like they did in 1962 & 1963 with the
FDIC. Nothing will happen but more of the same, the little guy gets ripped off banks,
attorneys along with government makes out like bandit's.

6; My last suggestion the Federal Register. Are you aware that I am now 65 and retired enjoying
my Golden years or suppose to be doing so. Let me educate about the Federal Register. I
haven't heard of it until 3 weeks prior to my 1st hearing with buddies in Chicago. I will inform you
that for someone like me who has Dyslexia it is the most frustrating website ever built and I am
being polite here. Even with this kind of money on the line I would really rather not go there.
Frankly I am now worn completely out with this whole affair. You had no right whatsoever to give
any of my funds to my family as I would not have, I Revoked that Fraudulent Revokable Trust
back in January of 2022. As you should plainly see my family could careless about me,they only
care about my money. Otherwise we wouldn't be here today and if we were I would have a
battery of attorneys doing this as opposed to myself.

I must admit the US Government has clearly given a lot of thought and changed a lot of laws in
regards Clearing, FOREX & FUTURES not to mention MARGIN. I would suggest and this is just
my opinion. I would certainly raise the margin requirements on the Banks. I would certainly
instruct and teach them that back loading trades 8 months after the trade is illegal. This whole
thing has been a rather odd ordeal. To go through all these motions to appear that there are
changes to make things fair for the retail investors which in alot of cases it will be. However
once there is a problem those investors will have such a hard time winning a case they may as
well not file. Why would I say that? I am not going to point out all the amendments excetra,
however there were so many and I will use today's headline with China. Let's use Mizhou for an
example. This will hurt me financially nodoubt just like this meeting for the Board of Governors
will. IRS instucted me to comement on the 24th last month, I infact did not as I was under a
Whistleblowers Agreementn. I know now without a doubt that I have been labled a Nut Case
and not to get one red cent just like my favorite Senator Tom Cotton told me. He should be
given award he, apparently he works too many hours! God bless his soul.

I have yet another good idea. If the Shareholder is living in the United States and the Funds,
along with Futures or FOREX are Traded here the Shareholder should be notified.
Another thing that really needs to be addressed and I fully understand the need of the banks for
national security. However I fail to understand when something like this happens, why doesn't
come under Title 18 which I filed in the Eastern District of the state I live in as that filing was



                       
                    
                    

                

dead on. In fact it was used in PA on a large clearing firm with a large fine, why they are so nice
that they got me mixed up with 1MDB who helped launder my funds too. It just makes me sick to
think that non if those other funds will ever come to light being used for there new modern city. I
will only mention Dutche Bank, as I can only assume that you have the concerns I have.


